Bimodal clock gene expression in mouse suprachiasmatic nucleus and peripheral tissues under a 7-hour light and 5-hour dark schedule.
Using the mPer1::luc real-time monitoring technique, the authors observed the bimodal patterns of mPer1 bioluminescence on each side of the SCN, in parallel with maintaining synchronization between the left and right sides of the SCN under an artificial light:dark:light:dark (LDLD) 7:5:7:5 condition. In situ hybridization analysis of mPer1 and mBmal1 mRNA distribution in the SCN showed that in 1 photophase (morning photophase; M) of LDLD, the mPer1 level in the ventrolateral-like (VL-like) subdivision of the SCN was higher than that in the dorsomedial-like (DM-like) subdivision, and this regional distribution pattern was reversed in another photophase (evening photophase; E). In contrast, the mBmal1 level was higher in the DM-like subdivision than in the VL-like subdivision in the M phase, and this distribution changed in the E phase. The prokineticin 2 (PK2) mRNA that encodes an SCN output molecule that is thought to transmit the circadian locomotor rhythms was reduced in both the DM-like and VL-like SCN and did not clearly correlate with the activity under the LDLD condition. The expression of mPer1 and mPer2 in the liver was clearly bimodal, whereas the expressions of other clock genes were not synchronized to the LDLD condition. These results may provide important insights into the mechanism underlying the splitting or bimodal rhythms that may in turn facilitate the understanding of the ability to measure the seasonal day length in mammals.